
Power to communicate™

 Power Microphone

LTE-IP

 

Use with Icom IP100/501

PROFESSIONAL TRUE TWO 

WAY™ OPERATION FROM 

YOUR iP100 / 500 radio

MINIMAL USER TRAINING

POWERFUL CLEAN AUDIO

RUGGED SHOCK RESISTANT

IP55 WEATHERPROOF

ALL DAY OPERATION

USB CHARGING

PLUG AND PLAY



we never lose sight that the right radio communications solution is absolutely 

vital in securing your organisational objectives. we constantly focus on how to 

deliver a better wireless solution, wireless specific solutions that deliver truly ef-

fective operational responsiveness with uncompromising safety.

A real business two way radio
Designed to be rugged and ultra reliable, it delivers the high powered (1 watt) speaker audio and functionality that two way 

radio users expect. It features a robust high tactile PTT button but uniquely comes with a volume up-down capability so your 

iP100/501 can safely remain in its holder or your pocket.  Securely stored, your iP radio stays protected from the elements and 

safe from damage, drops and other everyday mishaps. At the end of the work day, simply plug the microphone into an available 

USB charger using the supplied XUSB adaptor cable while your smartphone is recharging and it’s ready to go, when you are. 

Built for government and business professionals
The high quality, durability and reliability of the X10DR-LTE power microphone is noise cancelling has been designed to meet 

the highest standards required by government agencies and law  enforcement officers working in critical scenarios using 

premium quality resilient curly cables and a 360º rotatable clothing clip. The commercial user can feel assured that you are 

getting the same industrial class dependability and performance, no matter the size or type of your operation. 

Earpiece operation
While two way provides the ability to communicate instantly to many with the press of a button, there are times when it’s 

preferred that  only your staff and not those standing nearby can hear more sensitive operational  commands. A 3.5mm audio 

headphone jack on the base of the device provides for those private secured communications when the situation demands.

Long battery life
The X10DR-LTE power mics’ high capacity 1450mA internal Lithium polymer battery means you will typically achieve in access 

of 24 hours operation between re-charges. Plugging the microphone into any available 500mA USB charger, via the supplied 

XUSB-4S charging adaptor, allows a 100% re-charge from completely flat in around 4 hours. A vehicle upgrade kit is available 

that allows you to easily adapt the power microphone for fixed 12v use inside a vehicle. The kit includes a replacement back 

cover with a mobile hang up clip and a plug-in 5mm curly cable with molded RJ45 connector in place of the 4 pole connector.

Model no: X10DR-LTE-iP  1 Watt Power Mic
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True two way ™

includes 

XUSB-4S 3.5mm/USB cable


